Assistance at no cost to you. Through its partnership with ePlace Solutions, Tokio Marine HCC Cybernet (hereafter referred to as ePlace) offers Catholic Mutual members access to resources that include training videos for employees, step-by-step guides to aid in protecting you from ransomware and email fraud, and personal help and advice from cybersecurity experts, at no cost, such as:

- **Free phishing simulation/training for your employees.** Members interested in this service can contact either of the following at ePlace (be sure to identify yourself as a Catholic Mutual member):
  - Melanie Spencer MSpencer@eplaceinc.com
  - Arnoldo Guerra AGuerra@eplaceinc.com

- **Multi-Factor Authentication** [https://youtu.be/j8foRYNlwjk](https://youtu.be/j8foRYNlwjk)
  Provides a walk-through of how to enable and set up two factor authentication for Office 365 users, one of eight recommended steps in protecting against ransomware.

- If you are interested in utilizing an outside vendor, Tokio Marine has tips for picking the right one. Need help? An ePlace cybersecurity expert will assist in pairing you with the right one for your needs. The following vendors offer discounted pricing for Tokio Marine clients:
  - **oneIT** [https://wwwyouroneit.com/demosite](https://wwwyouroneit.com/demosite)
  - **Crowdstrike** [https://go.crowdstrike.com/cyberinsbundles.html](https://go.crowdstrike.com/cyberinsbundles.html)

**Get advice.** ePlace offers unlimited support from cybersecurity experts and privacy professionals at no cost to you. They assist with:

- Solution Implementation
- Vendor Recommendations
- Security Architecture Review
- Threats, Exposures, and Solutions
- Technical Questions
- Training Employees
- Phishing Simulations
- Plans and Policies for your business

**ePlace can only be accessed from Catholic Mutual’s website (login required) located on the Member Home landing page:**

[www.catholicmutual.org](http://www.catholicmutual.org)

---

One of the most valuable risk management tools available is **training your employees.** In addition to the trainings offered on ePlace, your own CMGConnect platform now houses eight cyber videos that can be utilized to aid in your training efforts, with the ability to customize and track participation. Contact a CMGConnect Team member at 800-228-6108, or CMGConnect@catholicmutual.org, if you are interested in setting up a curriculum.